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Embry-Riddle Prescott Campus’ Robertson Safety Institute Partners
with Flight Research to Offer In-Demand Certification for Corporate
Flight Safety
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University-Prescott Campus’ Robertson Safety Institute (RSI) and Flight
Research Inc. will solidify their ongoing relationship to provide education, certification and advanced
aviation training at a signing Tuesday, Nov. 17, at the National Business Aviation Association (NBAA)
Convention and Exhibition in Las Vegas.
The agreement, to be signed by Embry-Riddle Prescott Chancellor Dr. Frank Ayers and Flight Research
Chairman and CEO Bill Korner at a private reception at the annual aviation event, offers joint professional
certification programs in Corporate Flight Safety. This recommits the extensive aviation knowledge of the
world’s largest aerospace university with the hands-on approach to loss-of-control recovery experience
provided by the Mojave, Calif.-based Flight Research Inc.
“The Robertson Safety Institute is excited to support this joint certificate through ongoing workshops and
programs that use our unique on-campus laboratories and resources,” said Dr. Erin Bowen, Director of
RSI and chair of the Prescott Campus’ Behavioral and Safety Science Department. “Partnering with Flight
Research enables us to build upon that expertise in a unique, innovative way and provide aviation
professionals with outstanding hands-on development geared toward making them safer pilots, flight
operations managers and aviation leaders.”
Moving forward, Embry-Riddle and Flight Research will collaborate, evaluate and offer recommendations
on training curricula. Flight portions of courses will generally take place at the Mojave facility, while
ground-based courses will be held at both Flight Research Inc. and Embry-Riddle’s Prescott Campus.
Future projects include joint professional workshops that would be open to the public.
“We at Flight Research are honored to have been selected by the prestigious Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University to develop training and curriculum programs from basic to highly advanced ground and upset
flight training to be offered to the Embry-Riddle community and the general public,” Korner said. “This
effort represents another step in our excellent relationship and is geared toward improving piloting skills
and aviation safety.”
MEDIA CONTACT: Jason Kadah, Communications and Media Relations Manager, Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University, Prescott, Ariz.; (928) 777-6731; jason.kadah@erau.edu.
About Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, the world’s largest, fully accredited university specializing in
aviation and aerospace, is a nonprofit, independent institution offering more than 75 baccalaureate,

master’s and Ph.D. degree programs in its colleges of Arts & Sciences, Aviation, Business, Engineering
and Security & Intelligence. Embry-Riddle educates students at residential campuses in Daytona Beach,
Fla., and Prescott, Ariz., through the Worldwide Campus with more than 125 locations in the United
States, Europe, Asia and the Middle East, and through online programs. The university is a major
research center, seeking solutions to real-world problems in partnership with the aerospace industry,
other universities and government agencies. For more information, visit www.embryriddle.edu, follow us
on Twitter (@EmbryRiddle) and facebook.com/EmbryRiddleUniversity, and find expert videos at
YouTube.com/EmbryRiddleUniv. For more about Prescott Campus, follow on Twitter at @ERAU_Prescott
and at facebook.com/ERAUPrescott
About Flight Research Inc.
Located in Mojave, Calif., Flight Research Inc. has been providing upset recognition and recovery training
in jet and turboprop aircraft since 1981. Customers include general and business aviation pilots and
crews, as well as commercial airlines and freight carriers. Flight Research uses MB-326 Impalas and
Rockwell Sabreliner 60s as primary training aircraft for both its two- and three-day courses. The Impala’s
recovery performance closely parallels those of the world’s most popular business jets, and the
Sabreliner shares size and aerodynamic characteristics with business jets, as well as the world’s primary
airline population. In addition, Flight Research’s testing division provides high-performance flight
platforms and comprehensive testing and development facilities for manufacturers of aircraft, avionics
and weapons systems. The company’s support division provides aircraft, personnel and facilities to assist
customers in maintaining the highest levels of mission readiness in their aviation operations worldwide.
For more information, go to flightresearch.com.

